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Yr7 – RE – Judaism 1

Abraham was asked by God to
take his son to the mountain.

Abraham’s people (Hebrews)
moved country due to drought.
A burning bush spoke to
Moses.
10 plagues were sent by God.
Moses went to Mount Sinai
and received Commandments

Write a response to each prompt. EG: (What is it? What happened after? Who was involved? What does
this signify for modern Jews?
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Yr 8 RE - Sikhism Summary Grid

Punjab

Nanak

Khalsa

Gobind Singh

Amrit

Amritsar

Kirpan

Kara

Langar

Guru Granth Sahib

Sanskrit

Singh / Kaur

What can you remember about each key word / phrase?

Yr9 – RE - IslamCheck your SPaG
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Islams the second
biggest religion.

_____ is the
Moske
celebration that marks
the end of Ramadan.

Sakah (charity)

Sellah (prayer)

________ is the
language the Qur’an
was written in.

Mineret (prayer tower) Allah are the one and
only God in Islam.

Gabriel and michael
are important angels
in Islam.

Hajj is the __________ Saudi Arbia.
to Mecca.
Monotheism mean the
belief in ___ ___.

1 point

2 points

3 points

Correct the spelling

Correct the grammar mistake

Complete the missing word
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RE Challenge Grid – Yr9: Islam

Define the word:

List

Describe

Explain

Define: Saum

List: Islamic holy sites

Describe: Parts of the Hajj

Explain: How a pilgrim might feel after

Define: Salah

List: Items needed for prayer

Describe: The process of

Explain: the difficulties of fulfilling

prayer.

prayer in a non-Muslim country.

1 point

2 points

3 points

4 point

completing the Hajj

Yr10 – RE – Islamic beliefs –
Keyword / concept spotlight
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In your own words, write a definition

Use the word correctly in a sentence

Create a question where the key word is the
answer

6 beliefs of Islam
What other words are connected to the key
word?

Draw a picture to illustrate the key word:

Yr10 – RE – Islamic beliefs –
Keyword / concept spotlight
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In your own words, write a definition

Use the word correctly in a sentence

Create a question where the key word is the
answer

5 beliefs of Shi’a Islam
What other words are connected to the key
word?

Draw a picture to illustrate the key word:

Yr10 – RE – Islamic beliefs –
Keyword / concept spotlight
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In your own words, write a definition

Use the word correctly in a sentence

Create a question where the key word is the
answer

Nature of Allah and the 99 names
What other words are connected to the key
word?

Draw a picture to illustrate the key word:

